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Word bank

ATTACKING       BALK       BIRDIE       CHINA       CLEAR       DRIVE       FLICK       GOOSE       HIGH       IBF       INSIDE

LEFT       LET       OUTSIDE       POONA       PUSHSHOT       PUTAWAY       RALLY       RIGHT       SERVING

SHUTTLECOCK       SMASH       THOMAS       TWENTYONE       UBER       UMPIRE       UNDERHAND

Across

2. a small-feathered object

3. another name fast downward shot that can't be
returned

7. gentle shot played by pushing the shuttle over the
net

10. badminton primary attacking shot

13. One-game match goes  to ___ points.

15. A _____ is a quick wrist shot.

17. Only the ___  side can score.

18. fast, low shot hit over the net

19. The serve must be hit ___.

Name____________________
Period______
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Across

20. If your score is odd, you serve from the _____
service area.

23. The receiving team is called ___.

25. shot hit deep to the opponent's back boundary line

Down

1. an exchange of shots that decide a point

3. India's name name of the game

4. Badminton has its roots in 5th c. B.C. ___.

5. The flatter _____ clear is used offensively.

6. The serving team is called ___.

8. He controls the game.

9. If you have a zero or an even score, you serve
from the _____ service area.

11. A  _____ is any deceptive movement that
disconcerts an opponent before or during the
service; often called a "feint."

12. Tournament shuttles are made from _____
feathers.

14. another name of the shuttle

16. A _____ clear is defensive shot.

19. The ______ cup is the women's championship.

21. The men's championship is called the _____ cup.

22. point doesn't count and is replayed

24. International Badminton Federation. abbreviation


